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Abstract 

 

Materiality as Spectrum and Interface 

 

Kathleen Anne Kohl, MFA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

 

Supervisor:  Margo Sawyer 

 

Within my studio practice, I study the impact of technology on our shifting 

relationship with space to address the future of materiality; acknowledging where it has 

been and speculating where it is headed. Through hybrid builds of light and contorted 

space, I investigate breakages of spatial logic that rupture the white cube, our point zero 

of XYZ space. In this report, I compare my works, Portal 3D/4D and Of Order and 

Delineation, to position materiality as a spectrum ranging from object to light while re-

framing our present-day interfacing with the haptic.  
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Introduction 

Through hybrid builds of light and contorted space, I investigate breakages of 

spatial logic that rupture the white cube, our point zero of XYZ space. The resulting 

entanglement of tactile to virtual transmissions between physical and digital realities both 

reopen and renegotiate spatial relationships in pursuit of utopian perceptual desires. The 

virtual realm’s dual omnipresence and malleability offers the potential of boundlessness, 

for the digital to be a radical aggregate of its analog. Within my structures, surface 

operates as the site of interaction between subject and object, acting as mediator for the 

visual to embody itself materially. Digitally via interface and physically through façade, I 

consider how perceptual feedback cycles are constructed to determine spatial order and 

subsequent viewer participation. Through this mediation, both domains are 

transcendentally occupied based upon prior experiences, which shape how and what 

information is processed. These internal psychogeographies provide individualized 

frameworks through which environments are deciphered and -in turn- condition spatial 

conceptualization. 

My forms reference a digital aesthetic of pure geometry to underscore the 

mutability between the constructed and the programmed. The precision of idealized 

geometries is associated with order, and references classification that predetermines 

access to surroundings. As part of society, we are bound by social/civil contracts that 

operate as mechanisms of power and the institutions that fix people in time and space as a 

means of regulating behavior. By employing substrates dually charged with the seductive 

portrayal of command and sinister instrument of barrier, I evoke politicized materialities 

to examine how control becomes a function of spatial delineation.  
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Within my constructions, temporality of form disrupts spatial permanence. The 

layered expressions of space within the works- shadow, reflection, substrate, build, 

projection, and light- establish a spectrum of materiality that challenges the hierarchy of 

objecthood. The displacement of the increasingly interchangeable economy of physical 

structure by binary code exposes the transition of commodification into the virtual realm. 

I question the technological fantasy of limitlessness through process by considering the 

current systems supporting physical and digital spaces. Is the metaphysical truly an 

upgrade from the tangible if operated by the same fallible beings? 
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Chapter 1: Portal 3D/4D 

From afar, the oscillation of light from the bottom portion of the sculpture to the 

left side and back draws one closer to the wall-mounted structure. Upon approach, the 

dark, approximately five foot tall by four foot wide quadrilateral form appears slightly 

skewed, as though mid-contortion, an effect dually heightened/halted dependent upon 

whether the horizontal or vertical lights are illuminated. The three sets of electric 

hardware, one at the bottom lip, and two on the left side, drive the overall form of the 

vertical rectangular-esque sculpture. Their bifurcated bases each support two tubular 

Edison-style bulbs with a cross-hatch filament patterning; the combined period/modern 

hardware seeming somewhat alien while referencing a defined space, the room. When 

illuminated, the vertical lights maintain the presence of a dark mirrored façade.   

As the viewer begins to examine the juncture between mirror and structure, their 

likeness, the contrast between actual lit bulbs and hardware to their reflection; an audible 

click sounds, abruptly shifting the view. Suddenly, the left-side vertical lights go dark, 

and the bottom-edge light set becomes bright, disclosing its positioning just behind the 

mirror-plane. Its illumination reveals an internal configuration of a two-foot depth, flush 

to the right side of the overall structure. The upper light gray quadrilateral plane connects 

on its bottom edge to an angled second mid-tone gray plane underneath. A clear 

plexiglass form with two faces that aligns with edges of the lower plane sits atop, 

covering most of the lower plane’s exposed face, serving as boundary between plane and 

light fixture. Barely registering this new form, the bottom light brusquely shuts off at 

sharp click and the left side light sets turn on, displacing the viewer from the form 

beneath the original mirror glass surface.  
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In return to the darkened mirror plane, the viewer’s reflection has replaced the 

internal gray/plexiglass structure. The left vertical light sets appear more glaring, not due 

to increasing intensity, but rather, having just grown accustomed to the single light set 

dimmed beneath the two-way mirror’s surface.  Once more, the viewer is faced with their 

image alongside the now blinding crosshatch filaments, only for their gaze to be arrested 

by the click/light shift into the lulling scene of the infrastructure behind the mirrored 

plane. 

PORTAL 3D/4D: SUBTEXT 

Portal 3D/4D is a construct of an inter-dimensional portal inspired by Claude 

Bragdon’s1 Euclidean geometric model of the fourth dimension. The exterior form is 

distorted to indicate a folding within oneself, while the interior gray and plexiglass 

surfaces serve as the inner cube’s resulting structural response. With the fourth dimension 

also conceived as a space-time continuum, I introduced a system of alternating lighting as 

an element of temporality to interweave physicality and duration.   

Prior to conceiving this work, I participated in SOMA Summer, a Mexico City-

based residency, whose curriculum would often reference politically charged artworks or 

theories that were manifested through activism, performance, installation, discussion or 

study. The residency resulted in a personal reevaluation of my practice; causing me to 

question the connotations of the spaces I construct: what does pure geometry reference 

and who typically has access to it?  I became self aware that the forms I had been 

constructing represented a type of utopia, a perfection with vague reference to the altered 

white cube. The precision required to make such forms has a relationship with order and 

                                                
1 Bragdon, Claude. A Primer of Higher Space: The Fourth Dimension. Diagonal Press, 2016. 20. Print. 
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in turn, spatial hierarchy. Michel Foucault2 describes how within our institutions, 

including government, education, and especially penal, individuals are affixed in time 

and space as a means of regulating behavior. Ultimately, these societal contracts act as a 

mechanism of power by establishing a classification system that predetermines access to 

particular surroundings. Likewise, spatial hierarchies emerge as control increasingly 

becomes a function of spatial delineation. 

To address these considerations, I chose to introduce spatial specificity both 

through loaded materials, particularly those with a dual seductive/sinister quality, and 

hardware referencing physical architectural space. I selected two-way mirror, with a cast 

darker than regular mirror, as a means of mitigating visual access. Often used in 

interrogation rooms, illumination in front of or behind the substrate’s plane inclines the 

material functioning as mirror or sheet of glass.  

 The timing of the lighting circuitry is the driving force of the artwork. It 

determines the momentary behavior of the two-way mirror, but more importantly, the 

timing influences how the viewer experiences the piece. The switch between the 

illumination in front of the two-way mirror plane versus behind needs to be slow enough 

to allow the viewer to engage with a particular vantage point of the work, yet quick 

enough to convey mechanics that are autonomous from and authoritative toward the 

viewer. The twelve-second interval shift enables one to consider their specular image just 

long enough in the mirror’s reflection before the abrupt change. Bifurcated ceramic bases 

establish the lighting’s form, causing the two bulbs per base to be positioned in opposite 

directions from one another, establishing the formal quality of a linear light form in a 

foreign capacity. The familiar aspects of the period Edison-style bulbs and hardware 

                                                
2  Foucault, Michel. Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison System. Second Vintage Books Edition, 
1995. 147. Print. 
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ground the sculpture, giving specific reference to the room, while the alien construction 

makes suggestion toward an existing, yet unknown space. Both the lighting and two-way 

mirror serve as barrier, only allowing the viewer access at specific and limited time 

intervals. The scenario of time-based admission/halting establishes an underlying element 

of control, influencing the viewer’s experience from that of the passive observer to an 

implicated body of a system.   
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Chapter 2: Of Order and Delineation 

The cluster of quadrilateral planes floating mid-air and emerging from the floor 

appear solid but thin.  Their reflections, projections, transparencies, and perspectives shift 

as one moves toward the installation. Upon approach, one registers movement among the 

upper planes, its origin from the projected surface being echoed among the floating 

mirrored surfaces. The initial form encountered by the viewer is of dark angular glass, 

standing approximately five feet tall, leaning toward the installation interior. When 

directly in front of the form, its duality as a semi-transparent surface and mirror is 

revealed, reflecting the viewer’s silhouette as foreground among the shadowed 

installation behind.      

Past the darkened mirror, a structural form of bent, lace-like expanded metal sheet 

is supported mid-air by a steel frame and wire. North of the bend, a pure plane of 

expanded metal meshes the surroundings behind the structure, partially covering a 

suspended mirror plane that reverberates both the permeable metal’s image and blockage. 

Below the bend, a thin sheet of plexiglass cut to size sits atop the expanded metal, held in 

place by the supporting steel frame.  A left to right gradient from opaque white to the full 

transparency of the clear plexiglass substrate acts as a stage for live-feed projection. 

Depending upon the vantage point, the viewer’s projected moving image is visible on the 

gradated plane or wall, as the light permeates the translucent area of the plexiglass 

causing image spillage to the surroundings. The ghosted residual is part of the 

composition, adding another layer of fractured imagery to the installation. 

  When advancing toward the hanging structure, motion down toward the left 

draws one’s attention to a reciprocal horizontal configuration of framed and bent 

expanded metal. In contrast to the vertical orientation of the hanging piece, the side left 
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of the bend on the floor structure juts upward at a forty-five degree angle, meshing the 

rear of the leaning dark glass plane. To the right, the gradated plane’s bottom edge 

touches the floor, with a steel frame structure lifting the top edge approximately twenty 

degrees off the ground, angling live-feed projection toward the viewer on another 

gradated plexiglass piece. The gradient also falls to clear on the right, with spillage of 

footage hitting the near ground. Again, the viewer is faced with their projected image in 

motion, although this particular projection also contains reflections of the feed, a faceted 

meta condition.  

The first reflection is derived from the initial dark angular glass form, the second 

coming from a different source; a short, two foot tall mirror with a structural frame 

positioned on the ground. Further inspection requires one to encircle the installation, and 

makes apparent the grounded mirror’s pairing through placement with a large, four foot 

by two foot angular mirror hanging opposite. The realities of the surroundings depicted 

within both mirrored surfaces are fractured, layered, and changeable. Each viewing angle 

offers a different perspective of the reflections and impacts one’s presence in the live feed 

projection, resulting in elusiveness of image.  

OF ORDER AND DELINEATION: SUBTEXT 

Of Order and Delineation is an installation of surfaces dually conveying 

hierarchy of space and live-feed footage as our digital version of self. The work began 

with my interest in the aesthetics of expanded metal and its function as a permeable 

barrier. At different gauges, varying tones of foreboding were revealed, and I was drawn 

to most intricate, almost lace-like, version of the material. I wanted the expanded metal to 

operate as an obstructing screen, with a concurrent heft asserting authority and openness 
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expressing discerning accessibility. I was influenced by Giuliana Bruno’s3 overall 

conception of surface as the mediator between subject and object, and my selection and 

deployment of materials hinged upon this. The incorporation and placement of both two-

way and regular mirror, in addition to gradated plexiglass placed atop partial expanded 

metal surfaces, was done to portray materiality as a spectrum.  From all vantage points of 

the installation; light, reflection, projection and substrate were specifically placed to layer 

increasingly complex imagery with an awareness of our present-day culture of interface. 

As a sculptor, installation has been ideal for me to expand upon Maurice Merleau 

Ponty’s argument that consciousness begins with our postural schema, the awareness of 

our body’s position in relation to space; that the body is one’s personal “zero point” 4. 

The orientation of forms in Of Order and Delineation around an empty core makes it 

appear as though the ideal experience of the work would be at the center, for the viewer 

to be point zero of the installation. In contrast to the scenario suggested by its formal 

structure, the work is best experienced from the periphery. Two live-feed cameras are 

positioned to capture viewer movement from the most trafficked vantage points, feeding 

real time footage to projectors that emit the imagery onto gradated plexiglass surfaces, in 

addition to residual imagery on surrounding surfaces where the gradient falls off. The 

implication of the footage is two-fold; the live-feed can connotate surveillance, although 

there is no video capture, likening the functioning more to that of a false mirror 

equivalent. The live-feed also references the omnipresence of the digital, envisioning the 

analog, physical world as a base for which a separate, co-existing universe is layered 

upon.   

                                                
3 Bruno, Giuliana. Surface: Matters of Aesthetics, Materiality, and Media. University of Chicago Press. 
2014. 94. Print. 
4 Ponty, Maurice Merleau. The Primacy of Perception. Northwestern University Press, 1964. 121. Print. 
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The installation’s build has a formal quality of structure that demonstrates a 

commitment to physicality. The folds of the expanded metal cause the viewer to question 

whether they unfold flatly as rectangles or if they too are skewed even in their original 

state. There is an interplay between illusion and reveal of the built fold. The viewer sees 

the bent angle, and yet, there is a solid steel frame constructed around the expanded metal 

in the form of the fold that did not arrive there in the same bend.  The single hanging and 

two grounded structures provide an overall framework not only for the four suspended 

mirrored surfaces, but also a suggestion for how the viewer should navigate the 

installation. At each step of negotiating Of Order and Delineation, there is a visual 

indication both through the surfaces receiving live-feed projection and the mirrored 

surfaces of how to progress via an increasingly complex build of imagery that emerges in 

the various planes. This means of moving around and among the surfaces while 

simultaneously becoming a part of the work creates a haptic quality of installation 

reminiscent of touch screen time that is embodied using gesture and hand.   

The space within the installation is meant to be a fracture both in a literal sense of 

the XYZ perpendicular walls in the physical world, but also of a simultaneous 

delineation/deconstruction of the surroundings and incorporated digital feed. The 

expanded metal and plexiglass structures disorient from the grid while gradating the 

screen from projection surface to barrier. The addition of the reflective mirrored planes 

reorganizes and complicates the spaces created by these structures through the allowance 

for reversibility of what is considered to be contained by the expanded metal. Physical, 

reflected, and projected spaces altogether erect and dismantle a spatial hierarchy through 

their coexistence and subsequent codependent echoing interplay.  
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Conclusion 

Material dualities, where image or substrate does not fit within a singular 

category, allow for ruptures of systemic spatial logic. This mutability offers the 

possibility for changeable realities, the potential for one to reframe their personal 

universe. In this moment of reconciliation between the physical and digital worlds, haptic 

advances compound perceptual noise by embodying interface through gesture. In 

oscillating between the physical and digital realms, perhaps the new frontier is our 

surface reality? 
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Illustrations 

Illustration 1: Portal 3D/4D, Plywood/Luan/Mirrored Glass/LED bulbs/Microcontroller, 
58”x42”x24”, 2016 
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Illustration 2: Portal 3D/4D (Hardware/Light Detail),  Plywood/Luan/Mirrored 
Glass/LED bulbs/Microcontroller, 58”x42”x24”,  2016 
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Illustration 3: Plate 1 from A Primer of Higher Space, Claude Bragdon 
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Illustration 4: Of Order and Delineation (Overall), Steel/ Mirrored Glass/Plexiglass/Live-
feed Projection, Dimensions Variable,  2017 
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Illustration 5: Of Order and Delineation (Detail), Steel/ Mirrored Glass/Plexiglass/Live-
feed Projection, Dimensions Variable,  2017 
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